Additional Shed Security – Eye Bolt kit
These instructions are for
HA00638 (Eye Bolt Kit – no Padlock)
HA00683 (Eye Bolt Kit – Including unbranded 40mm laminated Padlock)
The purpose of this kit is to provide additional security measures to Sheds, Outhouses, Gates, Doors etc. The kit comprises two
self tapping eye bolts which when screwed into adjacent side of an opening can be used to securely lock that opening.
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The eye bolt kit is designed to work with a 40mm padlock with shackle centres of between 20-22mm. (Eye Bolt Kit
HA00683 includes a Padlock).
It is important that you screw the eye bolts into a suitable section of your door that forms part of the structural frame
(to provide sufficient strength.)
The eyebolts should be screwed at 20mm/22mm centres (10 mm from the edge of the door and 10mm from the edge
of the door frame.
Carefully measure the hole centres and mark with a pencil.
Screw one self tapping eyebolt into the Shed door and the other self tapping eyebolt into the Shed door frame.
(similarly for outhouses, gates and doors)
Screw one of the eye bolts into the door of the shed. The screw is self tapping. Count the number of turns (this should
be 6 or 7 complete revolutions or until you can no longer see any thread of the screw). You can use a small screwdriver
slotted through the eye bolt hole to provide extra torque).
Screw the other eyebolt into the door frame of the shed. The screw is self tapping. Make sure you count exactly the
same number of revolutions as the first eye bolt. See step 8 for horizontal method or step 9 for vertical method.
Turn the eye bolts so they are horizontal. They should either just touch each other or there should be a minimal gap
between the two eye bolts. (See images below for reference- horizontal method). See step 11.

9.

If the door and frame are robust / solid it may be possible to use the eye bolts in a vertical position. The eyebolts should
be screwed at convenient centres close to the edge of the door and frame.
10. Screw one self tapping eyebolt into the Shed door and the other self tapping eyebolt into the Shed door frame.
(similarly for outhouses, gates and doors). (See images below for reference-vertical method)

11. First time use – Thread the padlock through the two eye bolts (use a 40mm padlock or one with suitable shackle
centres) and close the shackle.
12. Check to make sure it is securely locked.
13. When accessing your shed. Unlock the shackle and rotate. Lift one shackle side out of the eye bolt and open the shed
door. The padlock can be stored on the other eyebolt.
14. When re-locking the shed. Thread the shackle through the eye bolt and close the shackle.
15. Check to make sure it is securely locked.
Please note that the eye bolt kit is intended to provide additional security and should be used in conjunction with
additional security measures.
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